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What did this French/American/Indian/Italian/Heinz 57 girl 
know about Polish pierogi? Until very recently, nothing. 
Luckily, pierogi have nearly as many claims on their heritage 
as I have diversity in mine, which means, information on 
pierogi is plentiful if one should take an interest and spare a 
little time.!!
This one took an interest, and a lot of time, due to some 
leftover kielbasa taunting me from the top shelf of our fridge. 
You see, living in the house with me is a somewhat Polish 
man whom I plan to marry very soon. In fact, after much 
research on the topic, Ian and I are considering pierogi as 
an appetizer for our wedding reception. We would make the 
pierogi ourselves and have off-white placement cards that 
proudly read in soft red ink: from our kitchen, for our friends. 
My family would devour any dish that commingles delicate 

dough with cheesy potatoes and his mother would love seeing anything Polish appear on the 
menu. Pierogi to the rescue.!!
The day of the leftover kielbasa, I had an urge to cook something. Growing up, cooking meant 
something quick and easy. We all loved to eat food, don’t get me wrong, but my mother and 
grandmother were busy women. They had roughly four hours left for their family after school, 
work, and housework. I’m a product of the microwaveable age. I grew through T.V. dinners of 
sweet corn and dinosaur chicken nuggets, to Idaho instant potatoes (choose your!
flavor and just add milk). Next came cheesy Hamburger and Chicken Helpers and, finally, as my 
metabolism tanked, Lean Cuisine meals for the carb conscious. All these things you cook. !!
Growing up, the exceptions to the microwavable rule were delicious and prideful staple meals 
my grandmother made, such as spaghetti and lasagna (she learned these to please my 
grandfather who had grown up on the Italian Hill in St. Louis, Missouri). My mother’s signatures 
were meatloaf and potato salad and banana pudding. These were treats. So, let me clarify that 
when I had an urge to cook on the day of the leftover kielbasa, I had an urge to cook from 
scratch.!!
During a quick Google search for meals made with 
kielbasa, I scrolled across an unknown playful word: 
pierogi. My first thought was, what the hell is a pierogi? A 
pierogi is something like a dumpling, a little like a pastry, 
and often translates to mean small pies or ravioli. A 
pierogi, I found, is more like an Asian pot sticker than 
any of the former efforts to elucidate. The little dense 
dumplings are made from pliable unleavened dough cut 
into circles, folded over a spoonful of chosen filling, and 
pinched around one curved edge. The pierogi resembles 
a half-moon with a pooch.!



!
A few common fillings for Polish pierogi are cheesy mashed potatoes for a side dish or prunes 
for a dessert dish. TastingPoland.com suggests that pierogi fillings are only limited by your 
imagination. Maybe not sound advice to send out in to cyberspace.!!
My second thought was, how do you say it? Although “small pies” is a common translation of 
pierogi, pie-ro-gie is not a correct pronunciation. One must purr like a kitten to receive the 
approval of a buscia, my mother-in-law tells me as she recalls her small Polish grandmother. 
Purr-oh-gie. That’s better.!!
Now, how do I make them? I asked. The diversity of answers enlightened and distressed me. 
We are still, if not in a microwavable age, in a meal in ten minutes mind-set. Many of the!
search results instructed me to boil the frozen pierogi, then warm them in a microwave (yuck, by 
the way) or brown them in a skillet with caramelized onions. Hold please, didn’t we miss a few 
steps? I wanted to create something, to knead and roll dough with my own hands and add salt 
to my own taste. What these so-called recipes had in common was a trip to the local grocery 
store for a bag of Mrs. T’s Pierogies.!!
Firstly, after my research in to the exciting world of the word pierogi, I found that pierogi is 
already plural. There is no need, Mrs. T., for an extra e or s in traditional Polish pierogi making. 
Maybe I am being hard on Mrs. T, whose only crime was likely a translation error and bringing 
pierogi to the masses. But, I wanted more than a quick meal or a Mrs. T specialty. I wanted to 
make that meal for myself and a very important someone else.!!
Ian’s family does not eat out of bags or boxes. His mother and father raised two hungry sons, 
kept full-time jobs, and continue to maintain a cattle farm with goats and horses and dogs to 
boot. A large portion of family time on the farm is spent delighting over recipe discoveries and 
sharing what we found works and doesn’t in the kitchen. Sharyn, Ian’s mother, has cookbooks 
with colorful stains, penciled-in notes, and stars next to the good ones. Sometimes, if a recipe is 
very good, she’ll draw a cartoonish little horse smiling next to the dish’s title. Ian and I also have 
well used cookbooks of this sort and all but a few of them came from the farm. Suffice it to say, I 
did not want to serve their somewhat Polish son pierogi, the National Dish of Poland, from a 
frozen or delivered to your door, bag.!!
Now, I’m a modern girl and after a little SEO (search engine optimization) I found exactly what I 
wanted courtesy of Pittsburgh and their vast population of devoted pierogi eaters. Many of the 
insightful tips I found for my pierogi endeavor came from local blogs out of Pittsburg, which 
makes sense given the city’s enthusiasm for the dish. So much enthusiasm in fact, that The 
Pittsburg Pirates hold a Great Pierogi Race between their innings. No, this is not an eating 
contest. Cheese Chester, Sauerkraut Saul, Jalapeno Hannah and Oliver Onion are giant pierogi 
mascots. They compete in a timed race across the ball field and sometimes beyond.!!
Could I have asked my Polish mother-in-law for her recipes? Of course. She would have 
enjoyed paging over her buscia’s recipes with me. It’s also likely her recipe would blow the 
socks off many of the ones I found online. But asking for her help would have felt a bit like 
cheating. I wanted to carefully read recipes, discover possible ingredients, learn the variations, 
know the go-to staples such as potatoes and prune, and make something of my own. I wanted 
to create something truly authentic that may take a few hours of my day, but would be a product 
of me. In short, I wanted to rebel a bit from the frozen food section of my childhood.!



!
For those who protest homemade meals due to their busy schedules, a note on time. I am 
aware of the movement of time. Sometimes it passes quickly. Imagine the moment the doorbell 
rings on a Christmas Eve afternoon and a snow-flaked winter breeze ushers in family members 
with plastic-wrapped dishes. Now imagine the end of the evening when one is warm from 
laughter and too much honey ham, wrapping leftovers in tinfoil and buttoning up coats to head 
home and to bed. I’ve lost track of those evenings. Sometimes it passes slowly. Time lulls under 
fluorescents in offices and behind the glass of hospital waiting rooms. We watch the clock and 
wish for more or less time. I am acutely aware of time.!!
In an answer to this omnipresent deity we’ve made 
of time, I give you frozen homemade pierogi. 
Sharyn’s buscia didn’t have the option to save her 
work for later. She would have worked for a day on 
pierogi and fed her family only that evening. Today, 
we can plan ahead and freeze some for another 
day.!!
Don’t let those students from Wroclaw, Poland fool 
you. Those kids, who managed 1,663 pierogi in 100 
minutes and made the Guinness book of World 
Records, were trained culinary!
students in a timed contest. They may have fed homeless children, but making pierogi was not 
a hasty process for a kitchen-tinker like me. The delicate beige dough required my labor and 
attention.!!
On the day of the Kielbasa, I settled in for a time. I turned on some bluesy B.B. King and let it 
drift around my kitchen as I folded and pinched pierogi. I thought of the end product as a 
swollen seed pocket that’s fruits, if frozen, would keep for up to six months. Having a few on 
hand may not be a bad idea, I thought, should a sudden craving arise. We all crave quickies 
nowadays and we can have them, without preservatives. If I allowed the pierogi a little of my 
time, closed them up tight in my own zip-top bag and pull them out when, say, my soon-to-be 
mother-in-law drops by, I wouldn’t be reduced to a frozen pizza eater in the face of my coming 
matrimony. More importantly, I’d serve something worth our time. Try this with me, watch their 
faces as they compliment the dish and inevitably ask, “Where did you get this?” And you tell 
them, “I made it”.!!
Okay, so maybe this won’t be a religious experience for all – but it has been for at least one 
woman. In 2005, Donna Lee of Point Place, Ohio flipped her homemade pierogi on Easter 
Sunday to find the face of Jesus browned into one side. Her pierogi sold for $1,775 on an eBay 
auction. For a little fun, compare her investment of a little flour and potato filling, plus a couple 
hours of her time versus her pierogi profits. Shocking? Maybe you should try it. Her Jesus 
pierogi has joined other food-based religious artifacts in a traveling museum that also includes a 
grilled cheese Jesus with a price tag of $28,000.!!
I’m not saying that if you spend a little time in your kitchen and mix in a little pride for your work 
you’ll be visited by Jesus or profit $1,720 ($50 for her time and $5 for the flour and potato). It is 
interesting, however, that those fruits of labor are now stored in a museum, or a place where 



objects found to be of permanent value from times past are kept for the enjoyment of future 
generations, by adding preservatives of course.!!
The day of the kielbasa was a Sunday. Ian was called in to work, which sometimes happens 
although I object. He had already put in sixty hours that week and, by the time he returned 
home, would reach seventy. Fridge door open, bent down with my face growing cold, I stared at 
the kielbasa and tried to remember when we had eaten the other sausages, the few missing 
from the package. It felt like a memory-juggling act in my mind, tossing around pieces of our 
busy week to make one complete circle that maybe formed an evening meal together. I would 
make something, I decided, worthy of the one hour that evening we could sit down for a meal. 
After finishing my pierogi I fanned them out on a plate with the onions and kielbasa, took a 
photo, and sent it to Ian’s mom. She responded, “You made pierogi from scratch?”!!
Pierogi from our kitchen, for our friends recipe:!
Prep time: take your time, enjoy. Yields: 3 dozen!!
Ingredients:!
- 2 1⁄2 cups of all-purpose flour, plus a bit extra for kneading and rolling dough!
- Salt to your taste (mine is one teaspoon)!
- 1 large egg!
- 1⁄4 cup of warm water!
- 2 generous tablespoons of butter!
- 1⁄2 cup sour cream!
- One large onion (for sautéing with butter)!!
For my potato filling: 5 large red potatoes, peeled, boiled, mashed. Fold in 8oz of grated 
cheddar cheese (personal favorite is sharp white). 1⁄4 cup of bacon bits. 1⁄4 cup chives. Add 
salt, pepper and mix well. Note: Let potato mixture cool before filling pierogi.!!
Preparation:!
To prepare pierogi dough, combine 1⁄4 cup warm water with the egg and melted butter, salt and 
sour cream. Mix well. Add the flour all at once and mix until combined (I use a hand mixer, but 
you can use a standing mixer with the paddle attachment as well). Play with the dough; it should 
be pliable and elastic. Next, knead the dough on your floured surface for roughly two minutes or 
until its smooth. Return the dough to your mixing bowl, cover and let rest for one hour. Watch a 
sitcom, do some laundry, read a book, read anything, read “From Scratch: A Pierogi Story” 
again. I won’t mind.!!
After an hour has elapsed, (how fast did it go for you?), remove the dough onto your floured 
surface. Cut the dough in half and roll it out as thinly as possible. Ian suggested we try running it 
through our pasta maker next time for thinner dough. If you have one, it may be worth a try. Cut 
circles in the dough with a 3-inch cookie cutter, or a drinking glass. Spoon in a heaping 
tablespoon of your chosen filling and fold the dough over into that half-moon pooch shape. The 
dough is very elastic and can hold more than what I originally assumed.!!
Wet your fingers tips and pinch the edges together. Note: do not stack pierogi before you boil 
them. The dough will stick and your pocket of goodness will rupture. Been there, done that. It’s 
depressing. Set them on a sheet of parchment paper until you’re ready to boil them.!!



When you’re ready (slow down, enjoy the process, put on some blues), boil a large pot of salted 
water and add one tablespoon of vegetable oil. Oil is needed so the pierogi won’t stick while 
boiling. Again, been there – ruptures. Cook the pierogi in batches of 3-4. How do you know 
when they’re done? Tiny fallen ship sails will appear at the top of your pot. They’ll float. Once 
your pierogi are boiled, you have reached your own personal fork in the road. Either brown them 
to serve with your caramelized onions and kielbasa, or freeze them in a zip-top bag for another 
day. If you need help with this decision, please re-read “From Scratch: A Pierogi Story.”


